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SHEPHERD SCHOOL 

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 

LARRY RACHLEFF, music director 

JING LI, cello 

Friday, February 16, 2001 

8:00 p.m. 

Stude Concert Hall 
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PROGRAM 

Prelude to "Der Meistersinger" 

Marlon Chen, conductor 

Concerto for Cello and Orchestra 

Allegro moderato 
Andante con moto - Allegro assai 
Allegro marciale 

Jing Li, soloist 

INTERMISSION 

Symphony No.5, Op.JOO 

Andante 
Allegro marcato 
Adagio 
Allegro giocoso 

Richard Wagner 
(1813-1883) 

Paul Hindemith 
(1895-1963) 

Sergei Prokofiev 
(1891-1953) 

In consideration of the performers and members of the audience, please 
check audible paging devices with the ushers and silence audible timepieces. 
The taking of photographs and use of recording equipment are prohibited. 
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SHEPHERD SCHOOL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 

Violin I Viola (cont.) Oboe (cont.) Bass Trombone 
Alessandra Jennings, MiekaKohut Mandy Wickham Andrew Chappell 

concertmaster Synnove Marlow 
Jeremy Preston Karoline Schwartz English Horn Tuba - 1 

Jooyeon Kong Megan Fergusson Carla Parodi Jacob Cameron 
Stephen Lamb Emma Philips James Shaw Clarinet 

Abigail Karr Min Long Alexandra Bond Harp 
\ .. Linling Hsu Daniel Oguri Carrie Bude/man Faith Porter 

Gillian Clements Rena Kraut Cello Piano and Celeste Pamela Yu Molly Mayfield Erin Breene, Jason Hardink -~ Kristi Helberg 
Ute Kuhn 

principal E-flat Clarinet Kimi Kawashima 
~ Lydia Rubrecht Ann Miller Molly Mayfield 

Timpani and . ~ Yaira Matyakub Tomoko Fujita 
Rebecca Wenham Bass Clarinet Percussion ... Azure Abuirmeileh 
Louis-Marie Fardet Tzu-Chun Chen Carrie Bude/man Kenya Patzer 
Va/dine Ritchie Jennifer Stevenson Cory Cousins -. 

Aaron Hilsinger 
Keira Fullerton Spencer Doty ... Andres Gonzalez Bassoon Patrick Kelly Elizabeth Lee 

f Tammie Gallup 
Jacob Charkey Patricia Dusold Joe Reynolds 

Christopher Mayer Shaun Ti/burg Violin II Double Bass Anne Marie Power 
Elbert Tsai, Sarah Hogan, Orchestra Manager 

principal principal Contrabassoon Martin Merritt 
~ .. 

Brittany Boulding Patricia Dusold Kjetil Laukholm 
Orchestra Librarian . .. Caroline Shaw Christopher Ewan 

Horn Kaaren Fleisher Esther Park Stephen Buckley .. 
Nicole Cash Martin Shultz David De Riso Stage Assistants 

Katherine Bormann Thomas Van Dyck 
Gregory Davis 

Ray Gutierrez 
Matthew.Detrick David Campbell 

Jeffrey Garza 
Michael Brozick Mary Virginia Neff Andrew Stalker 

Benjamin Jaber 
Andrew Chappell Johanna Lalka Jacqueline Metz Jackson Warren 

Eric Reed Jacob Cameron r • Maureen Conlon 
Stephen Lamb Flute Blake Slansky Emily Senturia 
Carson Keeble 

Ning Chan Kirstin Eade 
Trumpet - .. Benjamin Whitehouse Allison Jewett Library Assistants Ryan Barwise 

Laura Geier Caroline Kung 
Michael Brozick Azure Abuirmeileh 

Elizabeth Lunde Kai/in Mooney 
David Dash Christopher Ewan 

"' Renea Sturm Andres Gonzalez Piccolo Zachary Enos - .. 
Kirstin Eade Jamie Kent Sofia Gentile 

Viola 
Allison Jewett Zebediah Upton Aaron Hilsinger 

Miranda Sielaff, Mieka Kohut 
" principal Oboe Trombone Yaira Matyakub .. Joanne Wojtowicz Noelle Hitchcock Eliza Feller Alda Hilsinger 

Leah Heard Carla Parodi Paul Fleischman Rebecca Wenham _.., 
Alda Hilsinger Aryn Sweeney Carson Keeble Joanne Wojtowicz - ... 

WINDS, BRASS, AND PERCUSSION LISTED ALPHABETICALLY. 

STRING SEATING CHANGES WITH EACH CONCERT. 



PROGRAM NOTES 

Prelude to "Der Meistersinger" . . Richard Wagner 

The plot of Die Meistersinger is centered on an important historical figure, 
Hans Sachs, a sixteenth century shoemaker in Nuremberg who composed many 
melodies to poems that he had written. Artisans such as Sachs were known as 
Meistersingers. The libretto of Wagner's work placed Sachs in the role of music 
advisor and friend to the young knight, Walther, who has to win a singing com
petition for permission to marry Eva, his beloved. Wagner began work on the 
libretto of this music drama in 1845 while he was in Marienbad,Bohemia . His 
correspondence at the time reflects that he was feeling in very good spirits and 
had sketched the librettos of two operas. These were the fledgling Die Meister
singer, and what was to become Lohengrin. Die Meistersinger was originally 
conceived as a comic opera, one which would be lighter in mood to please au
diences. The original sketch of the plot shows this lighthearted approach, but 
when Wagner resumed work on the opera sixteen years later, it became appar
ent that his original approach had changed. Because he was experiencing fi
nancial hardships, as well as troubled relationships with at least four women at 
the time, the work now reflected a "profound and wistful melancholy, that lamen
tation and cry for help of fettered poesie reborn on earth in human form," as he 
observed to his new patron, Ludwig II of Bavaria. 

During a visit to Nuremberg in August 1861, Wagner reported that this visit 
"provided plenty of things to see. At once it resounded to me as an overture to 
Die Meistersinger." With that, he again began working on the opera and com
pleted it in 1867. It was premiered in Munich soon afterwards. Even though this 
opera was written at a later stage in Wagner's compositional career, the over
ture takes the structure of traditional sonata form as had been common prac
tice for symphonic overtures. The use of traditional sonata form, even though 
Wagner had already gone beyond traditional techniques, is paralleled in the 
subject matter of the plot. In the opera itself, there is reconciliation of the old 
Meistersinger rules and the new innovative use of those rules. The prevailing 
mood in the overture, despite Wagner's statement about "wistful melancholy," 
is cheerful. The march-like melody proclaimed by the brass early in the piece 
calls to mind a Lutheran chorale, and it returns in triumph at the end of the over
ture. Though it originally served to introduce important melodic material from 
the opera, it is also highly effective as the opening of a concert program. 

Concerto for Cello and Orchestra . . Paul Hindemith 

At a time when composers who were also well known for their performing 
careers were becoming increasingly rare, Paul Hindemith came to the fore with 
his brilliant viola playing. He appeared as a soloist and with the widely known 
Amar String Quartet until he needed more time for composing, and then he only 
appeared in public to conduct his own works. Hindemith was also recognized as 
a theorist and teacher. His book, The Craft of Musical Composition, is a record 
of his compositional insights, and he taught successfully at the Berlin School of 
Music, Yale University, and the University of Zurich. 

Due to our awareness of his viola playing, it would seem fitting that Hinde
mith would write many works for this instrument. This is indeed the case. He 
also had a working knowledge of a good many other instruments, and it was this 
knowledge that led him to write many works for various symphonic instruments. 
These included concertos (such as the one on the program this evening), as well 
as sonatas and chamber music. Hindemith had already written an early concerto 
for cello and orchestra in 1916 while studying in Frankfurt, but this particular 
one dates from 1940. The composer was on holiday in Lenox, Massachusetts, 
when he began composing this piece. At the time he was also working on his 
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Symphony in E-flat, as well as the third volume of his Unterweisung im Tonsatz, 

a book of part-writing exercises. He finished the Concerto for Cello and Orches

tra on September 9, one day before he left to meet his wife in New York on her 

arrival from Europe. The premiere of the work took place in Boston on Febru

ary 7, 1941, with conductor Serge Koussevitzky and soloist Gregor Piatigorsky. 

Hindemith attended this performance, and reported that he was very pleased 

with the concert. The concerto received its second American performance (it 

was played in Prague in 1950), at Carnegie Hall in 1960. 

The music itself is intricate and exhibits Hindemith's characteristic style of 

using rhythm to create forward-driving motion. After a forte orchestral opening, 

the cello entrance in the first movement is marked with a distinctive melody. This 

melody, together with the opening motif, can be heard throughout the movement. 

The second movement is gentle, and the cello part, often accompanied by pizzi

cato strings, contains a lyrical cantabile character. After a faster middle section 

reminiscent of the character of the first movement, this movement ends as quietly 

as it began. The last movement shows again Hindemith's exciting use of rhythm 

to drive the movement. The use of this technique, combined with virtuosic displays 

in the cello part, brings the concerto to a rousing finish. 

Sy mphony No. 5, Op.JOO . . Sergei Prokofiev 

Sergei Prokofiev is perhaps best known for works such as his Classical Sym

phony (1918), his ballet Romeo and Juliet (1935-6), and Peter and the Wolf (1936) 

for orchestra and narrator. Like Hindemith, Prokofiev also lived outside his home 

country for a time, and he visited the United States before his return to Russia at 

the end of 1935. His Fifth Symphony dates from the fruitful composition period 

which took place once he had returned to Russia, and it was completed in 1944. 

In this work, Prokofiev was apparently trying to compose lyrical music that would 

not alienate his audience. This was intended to please the political ideology of 

Russia at the time, which dictated that music should be nationalistic in spirit and 

accessible to the people. Prokofiev adhered to this requirement, and yet, he also 

strived for an individual expression which would not sound stale or empty . 

In this symphony, one is able to hear elements for which Prokofiev is well 

known. The melody is always clearly revealed, and the formal structure of the 

music is balanced and clear. It was characteristic of Prokofiev to use repetition 

to reach a musical climax. The subsequent repetition of melodic and rhythmic 

material increases rather than decreases audience interest, as slight details of 

orchestration and context are changed. This provides a refreshing view to famil

iar material. The first movement, in traditional sonata form, has a foreboding 

nature at times, which is in contrast to the lighter mood of the second movement . 

Traditionally, the tempo of the second movement in a symphony is slow, with a 

faster tempo reserved for the third movement, but in this case, Prokofiev has re

versed this convention. The frenetic energy of the second movement, even though 

it has slower episodes which feature the woodwinds,forms a large contrast to the 

adagio movement. It is this third movement of the work that has been named as 

one which sounds typically Russian. The composer, however, did not consciously 

imbue this symphony with any type of nationalistic spirit. In the finale, Prokofiev 

employed repetition to build an effective end to the composition. Even consider

ing the political climate in which Prokofiev had to work, it is apparent that he 

had a profoundly human ideal to express in this music: 

I thought of it as a work glorifying the human spirit ... I wanted to sing 

of mankind free and happy, his strength, his generosity and the purity 

of his soul. I cannot say that I chose this theme: it was innate in me and 

had to be expressed. 

With these inspiring words from the composer, it is not surprising that this 

symphony has also taken its place among Prokofiev's most popular works. 

- Notes by Marie Jorritsma 



BIOGRAPHIES 

JING LI was born in Beijing, China, in 1978 and came to the United States 
when she was three years old. She received her first cello lesson from her father, 
Mr. Tien Sheng Li. In 1992 Ms. Li was accepted to study cello with Distinguished 
Professor Janos Starker at Indiana University School of Music. She completed 
the Artist Diploma program at Indiana University in 1998 and is currently work
ing toward a Bachelor of Music degree at the Shepherd School of Music with 
Paul Katz. 

In the U.S. and abroad, Ms. Li has played numerous concertos with orches
tra, in addition to solo chamber music recitals. She has been a soloist with the 
Mississippi Symphony Orchestra, the Mississippi Youth Orchestra, the Mississippi 
Symphony Chamber Orchestra, the Jackson Metropolitan Chamber Orchestra, 
the University of Mississippi Orchestra, and Acadiana Symphony of Louisiana. 
Her solo and chamber music recital appearances have taken her throughout 
Mississippi and to Norfolk, Connecticut; Bloomington, Indiana; Louisville, Ken
tucky; Baton Rouge, Louisiana; and Sarasota, Florida. In June 1995, Ms. Li was 
invited to summer recitals at the Beijing Concert Hall and the Xian Conserva
tory in China. She also performed several chamber concerts in Haifa, Israel, 
during the summer of 1998. 

Ms. Li has appeared in several festivals, including the Norfolk Chamber Mu
sic Festival and the Sarasota Music Festival. She has been a top prize winner 
in several concerto competitions, including the Mississippi Symphony Concerto 
Competition and the Indiana University Cello Concerto Competition. She per
forms this evening as a winner of the 1999-2000 Shepherd School Concerto 
Competition. 

MARLON CHEN is currently in his third year as a graduate conducting 
student of Larry Rachleff at the Shepherd School of Music. A native of Taiwan, 
Mr. Chen immigrated to the US. at the age of eight. A resident of Houston for 
eighteen years, he attended the High School for the Performing and Visual Arts. 
He studied clarinet at the University of Michigan and graduated with a Bachelor 
of Arts degree in music in 1995. In the summer of 1999 he attended the Aspen 
Music Festival and participated in the conducting seminar of Murry Sid/in and 
David Zinman. This past summer Mr. Chen studied opera conducting with Ital
ian conductor Gianluigi Gelmenti at the Accademia Chigiana in Siena, Italy. 

UPCOMING ORCHESTRA CONCERTS 

Saturday, February 17, 8:00 p.m. - SHEPHERD SCHOOL CHAMBER ORCHESTRA 
Larry Rachleff, conductor PROGRAM: Kodaly - Galanta Dances (David In-Jae Cho, 
guest conductor); Martin - Ballade for Viola, Winds, and Percussion (Wayne Brooks, 
soloist); and Beethoven - Symphony No. 8 in F Major, Op. 93. 
Stude Concert Hall. Free admission. 

Friday, March 23, 8:00 p.m. - SHEPHERD SCHOOL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
Larry Rachleff, conductor PROGRAM: Barber-Adagio for Strings; Gliere- Con
certo for Horn in B-flat Major, Op. 91 (Nicole Cash, soloist; David In-Jae Cho, 
guest conductor); and Brahms - Symphony No. 4 in E Minor, Op. 98. 
Stude Concert Hall. Free admission. 
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